Robotic & Cyber Security – Investing in megatrends with pioneering ETF
The world we live and work in is being transformed as innovation, typically technology-led, constantly
challenges the status quo. New ways of doing things are emerging across industries, such as
manufacturing, healthcare and retail, often making the established practices obsolete as a result.
Challenges and disruption to established business practices is now the new normal, from using robots
as healthcare companions for the elderly in Japan to the need for new, ever more radical cyber security
solutions in the face of rising cyber-crime. ETF Securities has introduced a new range of ETFs for
investors to gain access and take advantage of these often radical changes and to make tomorrow’s
growth potential accessible today. The first two ETFs enable investors to make focused allocations to
Robotics and Cyber Security and we expect this range to grow further during 2016 and beyond.
Therefore, we have invited Richard Lightbound, CEO of ROBO Global as our dedicated expert guest
speaker to provide investors with a detailed outlook on the world of robotic investments.

Richard Lightbound, CEO – ROBO Global Europe & Asia, ROBO Global ® Partners Ltd
Richard Lightbound has worked for 15+ years within the financial services
sector with Wells Fargo and Standard Chartered Bank in senior management
positions with responsibility for Institutional and Corporate clients across
Europe, MENA and Asia. Richard enjoyed a 7 year break from banking to join
an early cloud computing company funded by Warburg Pincus and now part of
Infor. Richard launched and managed operations across Asia and Europe.
In 2014 Richard joined ROBO Global and in addition to managing daily
operations in Europe and Asia, he is responsible for executing business
strategy and serves on the Index Committee and Classification Committee.
Richard is a frequent speaker at Robotics & Automation conferences and events. During his career
Richard has lived and worked in Hong Kong, USA, Europe and Sri Lanka.
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